
 



Hello. In this What If Games project we’re taking a look at Bad North, a tiny strategy game about 
protecting islands from invading warriors. Bad North’s charm stems from its small size, sound effects 
and aesthetics so what happens if we scale up the game to a galactic level? What if Bad North was 
really big? 

 

The Brief:  

For this brief, we must find a way to scale up Bad North’s 
gameplay, learning from other real-time strategy games 
and, importantly, we must try to keep Bad North’s original 
charm and identity.  

 

How Bad North works:  

Bad North is a rogue-lite, real-time strategy game, developed by Plausible Concept, about defending 
tiny islands from waves of enemies. Each level is an island of varying shape, size and number of 
houses the player must protect. The player has a maximum of four units to control and fight against 
waves of different enemies. What sets Bad North apart from most RTS games is its simplicity. By 
reducing the number of units to four, downscaling the levels to small islands and minimising the 
input actions, the gameplay is easy to understand but can still be challenging when facing unknown 
enemies. 

Level Layouts: 

Every level follows a few simple rules: 

- Each level takes place on one very small island. The 
islands are made up of a grid, almost like a chessboard. 
The grid is used to move units, similar to games like 
XCOM and Pit People. 

- Each island will have at least 1 – 5 houses on it. The 
player’s goal is to protect the houses from enemy 
attacks. The player will be rewarded with coins for every 
house still standing when they finish the level.  

- The island must have beaches or shallow areas for boats 
to land on and allow enemies to run ashore. 

- Lastly, most islands will have some vertical terrain. The 
islands, therefore, have ramps and stairs connecting 
different the layers of terrain. These ramps and stairs do 
not class as a space on the grid, the player cannot place 
a unit on stairs and ramps. Some ramps are much 
thinner than the typical terrain and force enemies and 
the player’s units into bottlenecks. The player can use 
these bottlenecks to their advantage. 

The islands are also surrounded in fog, this likely allows units to spawn off screen and sail into view 
as if appearing from the fog. The fog also acts as a good gameplay element, the fog can conceal 
boats as they get close to shore, the player may be busy defending houses from enemies and might 
not realise more invading soldiers are close to shore. The boats will stay on a direct straight line to 



the shore where they can land, meaning that the player can gauge where the boat is going to land 
and plan ahead. Since the islands are so small, if the enemies just appeared on the island, the player 
would never have a break or chance to plan defences. The slow-moving boats give the player that 
chance to think and even get a head start on the enemy.  

The Four Units: 

A unit is a group of nine soldiers, including one commander who holds up a flag representing that 
unit. Each unit will have its own flag to stand out from each other, this way the player won’t get 
confused between their own units. 

In keeping with Bad North’s theme of simplicity, there are only four types of units for the player to 
control and they can only control a maximum of four during a level. They all share the same basic 
input mechanics. The player must select a unit and then select a plot on the grid for the unit to move 
to, the unit will then take the shortest route to their destination. Once at the destination they will 
stay there until the player moves them again. The player does not have to command units to attack 
enemies, the units will automatically attack enemies when they are within range. By taking away this 
function and letting the A.I. take over it makes things a lot simpler for the player, the player will 
spend most of the game running their units around a little island keeping track of enemies, the 
player has such little time to think about their next move, taking away the need to tell units when 
and who to attack makes it a lot easier to process and respond to information quickly. 

The four units do still have some variety that factors into the gameplay, 
specifically where the player chooses to place specific units. We’ll run 
through the four unit-classes and their qualities: 

- Militia- All units first start as Militia, these are the standard 
soldiers, equipped with swords. They have no defences and are not 
particularly strong against specific enemies. Since they only have 
swords, they can only attack at close range. 

- Infantry- The Infantry units are similar to the Militia; however, they 
are fitted with shields. Infantry soldiers are very effective against 
enemy archers as their shields protect them from projectiles. They 
still work best at close range putting them at equal odds against 
enemy infantry. 

- Pikes- The Pike units use pikes, which are like spears, to attack 
enemies. The pikes allow them to attack from further away, giving 
them the advantage against enemy infantry who can’t reach them 
with their little swords. Their downfall is lack of protection. They 
are practically useless at close-range and have no defences. If 
enemies manage to overwhelm a Pikes unit, they will be quickly 
executed. 

- Archers- The Archers make for excellent scout, when placed up 
high, they can fire projectiles at long-range and can deal out a lot 
of damage to enemies before they’ve even reached the shore. 
However, similar to the Pikes, they have no protection against 
close-range attacks and are less effective against enemy infantry 
with shields. 

There are a handful of other input commands the player can give: Flee, Heal and Bonus Actions. Bad 
North is a rogue-lite game, meaning death is permanent. A unit can permanently die if all soldiers 
belonging to that unit are killed, between levels, the player can assess their units, upgrade them and 



assign items. During his menu, the player can also view their fallen units. During a level, the player 
can heal a unit by selecting them and then selecting one of the houses on the island. The soldiers of 
the selected unit will pile into the house and wait inside until the unit’s health has fully replenished. 
The player can only heal units by placing them in houses, if there are no houses left on the island, 
they will not be able to heal.  

Fleeing is a last resort. The purpose of each level is to defend the houses to earn coins to make units 
stronger. However, if all the houses have been destroyed by the enemy, there’s no reason to stay on 
the island and so the player can choose to flee the island. Sometimes, the player may even choose to 
flee an island because they don’t think they’ll survive the next wave of enemies without suffering 
heavy losses. The player has two options, defend the island and risk permanently losing their units or 
flee and gain no rewards. Fleeing an island to avoid losing their units will slow their progression but 
losing units will undo hours of hard work. Losing out on coins is the lesser of two evils. Exactly how 
to flee an island is very simple, when the player selects a unit the can then select a boat beached on 
the shore and the soldiers will climb into the boat and sail away. However, the size of the boat does 
affect how many soldiers in a unit can fit in the boat. If the boat is too small, the soldiers will split up 
and board multiple boats, if there are no other the unit will not be allowed to flee. This also means 
the player must select individual units to flee, the player cannot automatically command all units to 
flee at once. 

Lastly, we have bonus actions. The bonus actions can be skills that the player unlocks. There are 
three skills, one each for the unit classes: 

- Plunge- Infantry units can activate the plunge actions, this will allow the Infantry unit to 
jump down from a ledge onto enemies below, this will deal large amounts of damage to 
enemies and can even knock enemies into the water.  

- Volley- This action applies to Archers. The Archer unit can activate a volley which allows an 
Archer unit to fire a lot of arrows that will rain down on a selected plot on the grid. Any 
enemies within that plot will take a lot of damage. The plot must be within the range of the 
Archers and not obstructed by the environment, such as plots under archways.  

- Charge- The Pike unit can unlock the charge action which allows the Pikes to charge forward 
up to three plots on the grid. Any enemies within those three plots will take a lot of damage. 
They will also be knocked back and possibly into the water.  

To some up, much like most strategy games, all units follow the same simple mechanics. Select a 
single unit and select a destination and or action.  

Upgrades:  

I’ve already mentioned three skills the player can unlock but there are many more upgrades to aid 
the player. Firstly, the player must buy the upgrades, they’re bought with the coins the player earns 
by completing levels. These are additional upgrades and do not take the place of the skills upgrades 
like Charge and Plunge. Each unit can be equipped with one additional upgrade and once equipped it 
cannot be undone. Here’s a list of a few upgrades: 

- The Ring of Command- This item increases the number of soldiers in a selected unit. When 
the upgrade is equipped to a unit, the selected unit’s soldiers will increase from nine to 
twelve. This upgrade can be improved to fourteen soldiers in a unit. 

- Warhammer- This item will grant a unit the ability to smash down a hammer during a battle, 
this will cause a shockwave knocking away all nearby units. This ability can be strategically 
used to knock enemies into the water, killing them immediately.  



- Bomb- This item allows a unit to throw a bomb up to two plots away from the selected unit. 
The bomb can deal out a lot of damage to enemies. This item can be upgraded from one 
bomb to two bombs per game. Meaning the unit would be able to use this ability twice per 
game. 

- Holy Grail- The Holy Grail item is found during the game but cannot be equipped to a unit. 
This item will wait in the player’s inventory. If a unit is killed, the player can select the fallen 
unit in the menu between levels and assign them the Holy Grail item, this will immediately 
exhaust the item but bring the chosen unit back from the dead.  

While units will automatically attack nearby enemies, units will not automatically use their assigned 
item upgrades, most of them become actions that require the player’s input during a level.  

The Bad Guys: 

Most of the enemy unit types are similar to the player’s units. However, the enemies do have some 
variation for the sake of adding gameplay. Here is a list of different enemies: 

- Militia, Archers Infantry- Just like the player’s units, there are enemy variants of these three 
units. They function exactly the same as the player’s and share the same strengths and 
weaknesses as their counterparts.  

- Huscarls- These are effectively deadlier Infantry soldiers. They 
have more health, stronger protection and the ability to throw an 
axe. While each Huscarl soldier can only throw an axe once, if a 
unit is not ready or has no protection, this can quickly catch them 
off guard and deal a lot of damage. 

- Brutes- These are the big hitters. They move much slower than 
other enemies and there are typically less of them in a group. 
However, they have a lot of health and deal out a lot of damage. 
They can quickly kill an entire unit of Infantry and Archers in close-
range combat but are struggle to get close to Pikes as they have the 
range advantage. Archers are also effective from afar. 

- Brute Archers- Similar to Archer units, they are very effective 
against unprotected units like Militia, Pikes and other Archers. 
These enemies are capable of dealing massive amounts of 
damage and even have the ability to knock soldiers on the 
island and into the water with their arrows. The only unit 
effective against Brute Archers are Infantry, they can block the 
arrows and quickly overwhelm the enemy at close-range.  

- Dual Wielders- These enemies come equipped with two swords 
and can easily deal with most Infantry units. They can jump, 
launching themselves at units, this allows them to overwhelm 
Pikes, the only good defence against these enemies is the 
Archer Unit since they have no protection against projectiles. 

 

 

 

 



Enemy Behaviour: 

There are a few differences in how the enemies behave compared to the player’s units. Most 
enemies will try to avoid combat and head straight to the houses to burn them down. This reminds 
the player that their units are not the main target and their priority is to protect the houses. 
However, some enemies are focused on killing the player’s units. This can cause an increase in 
challenge as now the player has to balance minding the houses while been chased down by enemies. 
Another thing that makes enemies unpredictable is how they move. The player must move their 
units using the grid system but, unlike other strategy games, the enemies do not use this grid and 
move more freely. 

One thing I found interesting about their behaviour is how they are not in fixed units. Meaning the 
units will not always appear in fixed groups of four or seven. For example, the enemy archers may 
appear in a group as large as twelve or as small as two. It seems the determining factor is the size of 
the boat they spawn on. During a wave of enemies, the player will have no clue what size boats will 
invade until they appear out of the fog, therefore the player has no idea how many enemies will 
attack during a wave. This unpredictability makes it very difficult for the player to plan very far in 
advance keeping that tension as the player waits impatiently to see who, where and how many 
enemies are in the next wave. There is one slight limitation in the enemy’s behaviour and that is how 
they group together. We’ve established they don’t stick to a fixed number of enemies in a unit but 
once they have spawned, they’re still grouped together and will typically move as a group once on 
the island. Their groups are determined by the boats they spawn on. If twelve Archers spawn on a 
boat then they become a unit of twelve Archers, when the A.I. gives them a command, they will 
move together as a unit. It is the same for all other enemy types, if three Brutes spawn on a boat 
then they become a unit of three Brutes. 

Winning and Losing: 

The goal of Bad North is to complete as many levels as possible before reaching the final level, the 
player’s last stand against the enemy horde. The player is essentially being chased from level to level 
by an impending wave of enemies and must progress regardless if they succeed or fail the level. I 
can’t think of many games that force the player to progress even when they fail a level, I suppose 
Darkest Dungeon has similar mechanics in place like failure results in loss of money and time but the 
game still moves forward Bad North shares this concept, a single failure in a level costs the player 
money and potentially lives meaning the player risks falling behind.  

This particular concept appears in a few games but not often, I think it’s a risky gameplay design as 
the game’s difficulty increases but it’s not completely dependent on the player’s progression and 
skill. The difficulty will continue to increase regardless if the player is keeping up and this can be a 
problem if the player falls too far behind it might not be possible for them to catch up, at this point, 
it’s a slow descent to failure before finally restarting the game from scratch. This is quite different to 
most games, if we look at games like Call of Duty or Skyrim, if the player fails or finds something too 
difficult, they cannot progress past that part of the game but Bad North and Darkest Dungeon push 
the player through regardless. The problem with games that use this concept is it can cause a serious 
negative loop of failures which lead to more failures. Once the descent begins, the game naturally 
becomes increasingly harder on top of the added difficulty curve already in effect. To explain what I 
mean, here are some graphs showing possible outcomes from persistent failure. 

Here’s a little video by Bad North’s publisher, Ray Fury, showing off some gameplay: 
https://youtu.be/EoD03SDbl1A 

For some uninterrupted gameplay, here’s a video by Onlyrex Gaming: 
https://youtu.be/vAXcMhsHQ0w 

 

https://youtu.be/EoD03SDbl1A
https://youtu.be/vAXcMhsHQ0w
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Here’s the first graph showing 
the basics of Bad North’s 
difficulty flow. This is an 
example how the player’s 
progression should move 
almost in parallel to the 
difficulty curve. Towards the 
end of the game this gap 
should decrease meaning that 
the game is getting harder. 

The second graph is an 
example of what could happen 
if the player fails a level. If they 
had to flee the island and miss 
out on more coins for 
upgrades, their progression is 
stalled for at least a level, 
allowing the difficulty to catch 
up but there’s still a good 
chance the player can recover 
within a few successful levels. 

The third graph shows what 
could happen if the player fails 
a level and loses one or 
multiple units. This means the 
player will lose progression 
and be in a worse position 
than previous, this could put 
them in a negative loop of 
diminishing returns as the 
player must not try to 
complete even harder levels 
with a weaker army. The 
chances of success are very 
low and it can quickly wipe out 
the player’s units and end the 
game.  



Big RTS Games: 

The real-time strategy market is filled with games focused on delivering in-depth strategic battles 
that rely on more than just having the right soldier for the right job. If we’re going to make Bad 
North big, we need to look at strategy games have achieved such massive scales and how it affects 
the gameplay and player’s approach. 

Age of Empires II: 

First, we’re going to look at a classic, Age of Empires is a medieval-
based strategy game about starting in the Dark Age with nothing 
but a handful of villagers and slowly building an empire and 
thriving in the Imperial Age. Age of Empires uses skill trees and 
progression lines to control the pacing of a game. There are four 
ages: Dark Age, Feudal Age, Castle Age and Imperial Age. To 
advance from one age to the next the player must spend 
resources. These resources include wood, food, gold and stone. 
These resources act as currency to build and buy items like walls, 
soldiers, villagers, houses, universities, fishing boats, mining 
camps, churches, trebuchets, archers, trade carts and elephants. 
Two factors affect when the player can advance into the next age, 
first, they need to have built at least two specified buildings, for 
example, to advance to the Feudal Age, the player needs to build 
two of the following: a lumber camp, mining camp, mill, dock or 
barracks. Then there is the additional cost of 500 food. These 
factors help control the pacing of the game by drip-feeding the 
player new branches of technology and encourages are slower 
expansion. It also means the player might find the gameplay 
less daunting compared to just being thrown into a game with 
access to all assets. By restricting access to certain technology 
until they advance encourages the player to focus on gaining 
resources rather than combat, after all, if they want to build an 
army it’s going to cost them. Something we can take away from 
this is how strategy games with a lot of components can find 
ways of shrinking down the game until the player proves they’re 
ready for a bigger set of tools to play with. 

While a major part of Age of Empires is military conquest, there are a 
few other ways to win a game of Age of Empires. The first is through 
conquest, which means destroying all of an opponent’s military units 
such as soldiers, galleys and castles. Secondly, the player can win the 
game by constructing a Wonder, a large building that can only be 
built when a player enters the Imperial Age, it costs a lot of resources 
and takes a long time to build, once it’s built, it must remain standing 
for 300 years. This gives their opponent’s the chance to destroy the 
Wonder and avoid losing the game. The Wonder is essentially like 
starting a countdown to the victory. It forces their opponents to go on 
the attack and invade the player’s empire. The player with the Wonder 
has the advantage as they now have the home advantage and can 
quickly prepare for defence, however, they’re also encouraging players 
to invade their empire which could be their downfall. Lastly, a player 
can win by collecting all relics. Dotted around the map, there are relics, 
these are small valuable sculptures each worth gold. However, to 



collect these relics the player must have a church and a monk. Only monks can carry relics and the 
relics must be housed in a church. If the player’s church is destroyed, any housed relics are left in the 
rubble for the taking. The game is only won when a player has every relic, which means they must 
steal relics from their opponents. These three ways to win offer different avenues of gameplay for 
players but ultimately leads to the game’s main focus war. 

Total War: Warhammer:  

Released in 2015, Warhammer’s Total War series is a colossal skirmish 
between empires. During the skirmishes, there’s one goal, beat the enemy 
in all-out war. The player commands large units of up to hundreds of 
soldiers. Similar to Bad North, Total War is a big game of rock, paper, 
scissors. We can break down the different types of units into about five 
categories: Melee Units, Missile Units, Cavalry Units, Artillery Units and 
Monsters & Beasts Units. Now, there are some other types of units but for 
the sake of this time, we’re just going to look at the major units that make 
up a skirmish. Melee Units are similar to Bad North’s Infantry and 
Militia Units, they’re more protected against archers but 
weak to cavalry units that can mow them down. Missile 
Units are ranged units like crossbow troops, while they have 
the range advantage, they are much weaker against Melee 
Units. Cavalry Units are soldiers on horseback, they’re very 
fast and can easily catch up to retreating soldiers, however, 
they are weak to halberd soldiers, these are similar to Bad 
North’s Pikes. Then there are Artillery Units, big slow 
contraptions like trebuchets, they have a far reach and can 
take down flying enemies but are very weak in close-
quarters combat. Lastly, the Monsters & Beasts Units are 
the heavy hitters, they come in a wide variety of melee-
focused and missile troops.  

Video by PartyElite with a Total War tutorial: 
https://youtu.be/1dQ-y4Xomdw?list=PLwVftHdWAdHNOJ-
PMquSZMVVAGWIq2TVQ 

https://youtu.be/1dQ-y4Xomdw?list=PLwVftHdWAdHNOJ-PMquSZMVVAGWIq2TVQ
https://youtu.be/1dQ-y4Xomdw?list=PLwVftHdWAdHNOJ-PMquSZMVVAGWIq2TVQ


Whilst looking at gameplay, one thing that I noticed is the player can physically change the layout of 
units. When the player selects a unit and then selects a destination to move them to, they can also 
reshape how the soldiers of that unit are laid out. This can be very helpful or meeting head-on with 
enemy units. By changing the shape, the player can affect the unit’s surface area. Some shapes are 
better than others, depending on the enemies’ positions, the type of unit the player is commanding 
and the environment around them. There are some examples below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Another Video by PartyElite showing how the movement commands work: 
https://youtu.be/TAzA9FmP76U?list=PLwVftHdWAdHNOJ-PMquSZMVVAGWIq2TVQ&t=310 

 

Planetary Annihilation: Titans: 

Planetary Annihilation is a sci-fi strategy game about 
controlling a giant robot and building an army to wipe out 
their opponent. More specifically, the player starts with 
nothing but a ‘Commander’ a big robot that can construct 
basic structures like mines and factories. The mines will 
harvest the environment and generate energy which the 
factories can use to build soldiers. It’s a lot like Supreme 
Commander, even the aesthetics are very similar but it 
seems like Supreme Commander is on a much larger scale 
compared to Planetary Annihilation so why aren’t we 
researching Supreme Commander?  

Planetary Annihilation might be a good example of how to 
make small things look big. The levels are entire solar 
systems. A level starts the player on a planet they must 
control but there may be other planets and asteroids within 
the solar system that can be harvested and act as a possible 
battleground. Once the player advances far enough, they 
can leave the planet and begin to expand. The game 
suddenly opens up and becomes a lot bigger. However, the 
bit we’re interested in is the level design and its simplicity. 
Giving the player an entire planet to walk around makes the 

1. This is the standard unit 
formation. 

2. This formation works best 
for narrow paths like roads 
in urban areas. 

3. This formation works best 
for covering large areas and 
avoid flanks from enemy 
units. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

https://youtu.be/TAzA9FmP76U?list=PLwVftHdWAdHNOJ-PMquSZMVVAGWIq2TVQ&t=310


level look big while being simple and easy to navigate, one 
slight problem with using a planet is it can be easy to lose 
track of units as they disappear behind the planet and out of 
the player’s view.  

Most of the planets will have a simple design, land, oceans 
and the occasional lava pool, something they lack is 
verticality in the terrain, they’re largely completely smooth 
rounded planets. Although the planets themselves are very 
simple, the addition of expanding beyond the planet and interacting with other planets within the 
solar system makes up for the lack of detail in the terrain. They make sure to give the player plenty 
of room to expand and practically cover the planet. I don’t think we should expand Bad North’s 
armies and give them more units to control as it then starts to get complicated and become too 
similar to other strategy games but changing the levels from islands to planets might help with that 
change in scale. 

Here’s a YouTube video by Table and Chums: https://youtu.be/g2Q9s5jk4S8 

 

Bad North’s Philosophy: 

Bad North’s philosophy is based on simplifying an otherwise complex genre. Strategy games 
continue to get bigger and bolder, making Bad North stand out even more against other strategy 
games like Total War and Sid Myer’s Civilisation. It seems Bad North deliberately goes against the 
grain. But why does Bad North work so well? If we compare the game to other titles, would you 
rather play a strategy game about controlling a few dozen soldiers to fight on a tiny island or build 
up an empire and control an army of hundreds? Next to that Bad North sounds a little small. 

I think it’s the fact that it’s so small that makes Bad North 
challenging and interesting. Controlling only four units on an 
island with no room for error against an unknown number of 
enemies emerging from the surrounding fog.  

Fumito Ueda is a game designer and brains behind games 
such as Ico and Shadow of the Colossus, Fumito’s method is 
called ‘Design by Subtraction’ it is the process of removing 
everything from a game until there is nothing except the core 
gameplay elements that keep the game moving and tell the 
game’s intended story. Maybe Bad North follows a similar 
method, the game revolves around the very basics of a 
strategy game, like chess, it’s about positioning and learning 
which unit fights best against specific enemies. Only having a 
small limited number of soldiers raises the stakes, by giving 
the player less to control there is more to lose. Reducing the 
variety of unit classes to just four means the player can quickly learn the benefits of each unit 
without a long tutorial and the player can even perfectly understand the elaborate game of rock, 
paper, scissors between which unit beats which enemy, something that gets lost in much bigger 
strategy games. 

Bad North is stripped down to perhaps the core parts of a real-time strategy game, positioning, 
knowing the enemy and putting the player against the clock. These mechanics can fall to the wayside 
in favour of numbers, recourses and skill trees. There’s always room for these concepts, all the 
strategy games we’ve mentioned are successful and enjoyable games but Bad North forces the 

https://youtu.be/g2Q9s5jk4S8


player to rely more on their knowledge of how the enemy works, how fast can one unit travel across 
an island, how can they bottleneck enemies using the terrain or how they can hide Archers behind 
Infantry to protect them. Bad North is an example of how sometimes less is more. 

So, here’s our problem. Making Bad North big might just make it like every other strategy game. The 
goal is to make Bad North feel bigger without adding anything.  

 

Making Bad North Really Big: 

After researching some strategy games, I can see what puts them on such a big scale and we now 
know what gives Bad North its identity. Now we can get to work. The easy solution would be to add 
a dozen more units, make the islands a lot larger, turn the upgrades into part of a technology tree 
and introduce a recourse management concept. But none of that is going to work as we’ll lose what 
makes Bad North’s identity. So how do we make Bad North bigger when it’s meant to be so small?  

While I was researching, I noticed that it seems like two factors make a game feel big. The mechanics 
and the aesthetics. If we look at the strategy games we researched, they include both factors, Age of 
Empires forces the player to command villagers and actually build a sustainable empire to fuel their 
armies, Total War factors in the morale and energy of soldiers along with a complex game of rock, 
paper, scissors with its wide array of units, and Planetary Annihilation allows players to expand into 
the solar system fight across planets.  

However, designers will still try to simplify their games for the benefit of their players. Age of 
Empires allows for complete automation of their empire letting the player focus on things like 
destroying their opponents in battle, Total War separates the player’s army into units allowing the 
player to easily select their units from cards in the game’s HUD and Planetary Annihilation removes 
any farming and recourse gathering, once the player has their mines in place, energy will 
automatically roll in and allow the player to get straight to work on building their army. So maybe for 
a game to be big, it doesn’t have to be complex and that’s what we want to push further, strategy 
games already try to simplify their designs, we just need to take it further.  

I mentioned there are two factors that help make a game feel big. We’ve established the mechanics 
and the aesthetics are fairly simple, if the player can control an army of thousands of individual 
soldiers and march them across an enormous battlefield, even space itself, that’s bound to help 
make the game feel big. Which gives me an idea, is it possible to make a game feel big without one 
of these two factors? Could a game feel big just from the aesthetics alone and without the wide 
range of mechanics? Essentially, we could trick the player into thinking the game feels big while still 
having the short and simple list of Bad North’s mechanics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bad North’s Aesthetics:  

Sticking with Bad North’s theme of simplicity, its aesthetics are no different. Everything from the UI, 
the islands, enemies and even the sound design are very simple. I think this is the perfect style for 
this game, the simplicity of the aesthetics and the sound design go very well with the simple premise 
of the game. The sound design alone is marvellous, credit to Martin Kvale, Bad North’s Sound 
Designer. 

Another area of interest that most strategy games, including Bad 
North, is the art style. They all use an exaggerated art style, by this I 
mean the size of certain objects are changed to better fit the style of 
the game. For example, in Bad North, the player must protect houses 
from enemies. If we look at these houses, we can easily see that they 
are way too small compared to the soldiers and yet if the player 
wanted to heal one of their units, the soldiers will still squeeze into a 
house. The reason why this style is so common among strategy games 
is that a lot of the time the camera the player uses to see the game is 
very far away from the action. If everything was scaled realistically, the 
player would find it difficult to see their own units so most games make 
their units much bigger so they’re more visible to the player.  

 

Bad North’s Levels: 

Anyway, we need to work out exactly what we can change and what affects they might have on 
other areas of the game. We can start with the major one, the size of the levels. Currently, the levels 
work on a grid, which is they all quite angular, we need to keep this mechanic as it is vital to the 
movement mechanics. However, the good thing about having such small islands is that the player 
can quickly get their units from one side to the other, so if we make the islands bigger but don’t 
change the speed of the units, it will take longer for units to travel. This might not seem like a big 
problem, the player would just have to factor in the extended time, but it would make the enemies 
slower and game’s pacing would slow down, this might take away some of the urgency and rush of 
the game if the player has more time to think and plan. A solution could be to increase the size of 
grid plots and increase the speed of units and enemies to match the new level sizes.  

The easy solution is to make the islands bigger but that’s not very innovative, Planetary Annihilation 
has the right idea, what if the islands were planets? This will undoubtedly affect a lot of things but 
we’ll work through them, for now, we’re going to look at how to turn the islands into planets. 
Fortunately, we already looked at what the key parts of a Bad North level were at the very start of 
this brief, we just need to translate those parts into a planet-sized level. There should be no problem 
adding houses and a grid to a planet but spawning enemies will have to change. Bad North uses 
water as the boundary for the levels, the player cannot enter water, that is out of bounds and the 
water is used to spawn enemies, however, if we use water on the planet this will reduce the size of 
the playable area and if we add too much water then we’re right back at the start with a small 
island. What we could do is change from water to space, it sort of makes sense, water surrounds an 
island, space surrounds a planet. We could use space as the out of bounds area and use it to spawn 
enemies. However, the enemies are Viking-like soldiers on boats, it wouldn’t make sense to 
approach from outer space on a boat. We’re probably going to have to change some of the 
aesthetics to fit better.  

 

 



Here's a level design for a Bad North planet: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’ve taken a lot of inspiration from Planetary Annihilation; I think it’s a good way to show an increase 
in scale. The grid system has been altered to fit a sphere, rather than square grid plots, they’re now 
hexagon and pentagon grid plots, this way we can fit plenty of grid plots on the planet without 
dramatically warping the size of some of the grid plots. I’ve decided to keep the water as I realised 
that the water also acts as a hazard and not just the boundary for each level. Since both enemies and 
unit soldiers can be knocked into water and they will immediately drown, the water can be used to 
the player’s advantage while still being a hazard. However, I still don’t think the enemies should 
spawn on the water, they will still arrive from outer space somehow. The terrain has different levels 
of height. The level design above shows one height level but there’s no reason we could not add 
higher platforms.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’ve now added the four units and some enemies. First, I’ve changed the flags the units use from 
small flags to oversized banners. This feature is borrowed from Total War, with more soldiers in play 
and a zoomed-out camera perspective it makes it a lot harder to see who’s who, with the banners 
floating above the units it can make it a lot easier to see where each unit is. Something a didn’t like 
about Planetary Annihilation was that it’s hard to work out where specific units are in 3D space 
when they’re on the other side of the planet that the player cannot currently see. Instead, I’m using 
the banners to help highlight units out of view. Currently, the unit with the orange banner is on the 
other side of the planet so the player cannot see them, the orange glow and banner help indicate 
where they are.  

I’ve increased the number of soldier’s per unit from 9 to 36 to make them stand out. Naturally, the 
number of enemies that would spawn per wave would likely increase to match the increase in ally 
soldiers, this way the pacing is likely to stay the same. If we had more soldiers but kept the same 
number of enemies from the original game, it would too easy.  

I’ve also added some houses, however, I think the scale is not right. Granted, the game uses some 
exaggerated aesthetics but making the houses just houses makes the whole level feel a bit smaller. I 
think instead of just a house, each house should be a small village, a cluster of houses, this way we 
still keep the exaggerated aesthetics while making the planet look big.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’ve changed the number of soldiers per unit. The change from 9 to 36 was definitely a big jump but 
they still made the planet look small. I increased the number of soldiers from 36 to 144. Plenty more 
soldiers to help add a sense of scale, this way the planet feels bigger whilst the grid system and time 
it takes to travel across the level remains the same, this way the change in scale has no effect on the 
gameplay but through the aesthetics alone we can help make the game feel big. I’ve also changed 
the houses into small villages, this fits a bit better and helps make a little more sense as to how an 
entire army fits in a house to heal. 

I’ve been thinking of how the enemies could invade the planet in a way that would fit with Bad 
North’s theme. We could invent some sort of strange magical spaceship device that would land on 
the planet. Alternatively, we could use something like a teleportation mechanic. Perhaps there are 
several points dotted around the planet that act as spawn points for the enemies. What we need to 
remember is the spawn points for the enemies are also possible escape-routes for the player’s units 
should things go south so the enemies need some sort of transportation that the player can then 
use. Having fixed spawn points already placed on the planet takes away some of the 
unpredictability, in the original game the player does not know where the enemies will spawn from 
or where exactly they will land on the shore. It might also take away some of the player’s precious 
planning time to prepare for invaders. I think the best idea is to have a magic ship that would work 
just like the boats. The ships would slowly descend onto the planet and land between grid plots. I 
noticed that when the boats land onshore, they do not occupy a plot on the island’s grid so they 
don’t interfere with the island’s layout. We don’t exactly have a surrounding shoreline on our planet 
level, instead, the ships will have to land somewhere on land, importantly, they should land between 
the grid plots to not obstruct the level’s layout.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After designing this ship, I noticed one small issue, the enemies are no longer exposed. Usually, in 
the original game, the player’s archers can shoot and kill enemies arriving on boats before they even 
reach land. This is one of the major benefits of the Archer class, however, if the enemies are 
protected it would take away this strategy, making the archers less useful. It would seem odd if the 
enemies were exposed to the vacuum of space, how would they breathe? However, we have to 
question how far we can push the theme of the game. This is a game about defeating Vikings on tiny 
islands. The game includes the holy grail after all. Maybe in the context of a planet-sized invasion by 
tiny Vikings on a strangely hexagonal ball. It might not seem like a far stretch for a coffin-shaped 
wooden ship. 

 

 

Here’s a concept for a 
‘ship’. A coffin shaped 
wooden box that 
slowly descends down 
onto the planet. The 
parachute slows the 
descent and the 
grapple hook at the 
bottom of the ship hits 
the ground and pulls 
down the coffin.  

Once the ship lands, 
the parachute 
disappears and the 
slots on the sides open 
allowing the enemies 
to flood out and begin 
their invasion. 

The ship will then 
remain on the ground 
allowing the player’s 
units to possibly 
escape. The ship will 
then close up and eject 
from the ground, 
floating back out into 
space. 



Conclusion: 

I think making Bad North really big is possible, it would be very easy, but would it still feel like a Bad 
North? Hopefully, this project has shown how it could be possible to retain Bad North’s identity 
while going against one of its major selling points. I realised that Bad North is more of a puzzle game 
than a strategy game, it focuses more on positions of units and using the island’s level design to the 
player’s advantage rather than resource management, troop morale or building strongholds. 
Perhaps it wouldn’t matter where the game took place or what scale it took place on, as long as we 
kept Bad North’s simple core mechanics and values it would still feel like Bad North. There are some 
things I didn’t touch on, specifically changing the sound design. Bad North’s sound design is very 
fitting to the gameplay, it definitely helps make the game feel small which would be a problem for 
our goal. We would need to look into how games portray scale through sound.  

So that was What if Bad North was really big? Thank you for reading and be sure to come back for 
more. If you have any ideas on how it could’ve been done differently I’d like to know. 


